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France, anyway. But IVe got a lot of sympathy for some of
them that left here. Not all of them, of course. I'd have
some of the pigs shot if I'd had my way.' This was the
opinion of one of the group, and seemed to meet with the
approbation of the others.
After coffee and rolls next morning, I set out photo-
hunting in this the most photogenic part of New Caledonia.
Light mists were hanging low over the river as a black
Charon ferried me across in a row boat, propelled by lusty
.sweeps of a single oar, manipulated rudder fashion over the
stern of the boat. That morning I was fortunate enough
to get a series of pictures which have since been reproduced
in many different parts of the wrorld.
As I followed the road running parallel with the river,
a posse of cheerful-looking brown citizens armed with what
appeared to be .303 rifles trotted past on horseback, with a
shout of greeting that sounded like a roll of thunder. While
I photographed them as they disappeared along the road, a
couple more husky-looking natives came up behind me.
They also had rifles slung across their shoulders, with string
bandoliers. They grinned and stopped as they saw my
camera, and swung their rifles round for me to get a picture,
I noticed then for the first time that the rifles were
dummies—excellent models of .303's, complete with trigger-
guard, but hewn out of wood. The warriors stood rigidly to
attention while I took their pictures, and immediately the
shutter had clicked they threw up their arms and whooped
for joy,, as all natives seem to do after their picture has been
taken. When I asked them where they were going, they had
an excited conversation for a few moments and then turned
to me.
cYou come alonga us. Bimeby we come to chief's place.
You bring photo-box, eh ? Make plenty of pictures.'
Such an invitation wasn't lightly to be refused, and I
made back along the road with them, turning off along a
narrow poplar-lined lane which cut thr.ough extensive coffee
plantations. We walked past scattered niaouli bark huts, to
where a cross-road led down to the river. Here, on a small

